Every January, around 20 people from our department (1/2 students and 1/2 professors) will go to a local middle school to talk about math and studying math in college.

If you go, you’d be teamed with a professor. The prof would talk about some interesting thing in math the students hadn’t seen before. You’d talk about what it’s like to go to college and why you decided to study math. It’s fun because the kids are really excited you’re there. (Like being a rock star for an hour 😊.) You’d get to know a math professor a little better and you’d help students (some who might be the first in their family to think about college) to know a little more about school. Definitely a win-win opportunity!

**Who:** Math Majors & Minors

**Total commitment:** 1.5 Hours

**Bonus:** You have volunteer activity related to your major/minor for your resume

**Contact:** Your professor or Keith Hubbard (via facebook or hubbardke@sfasu.edu)